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Including a secondary electron emission for the cathode in a double injection problem, 
a new mathematical model is presented. In a planar capacitor system the carrier mobilities 
are discontinuous. The metal-solid-metal system can act as an n-n or p-n blocking diode. 
A new boundary condition for the "V" type current-voltage characteristic is determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the purposes of space charge theory is to find the electrical field distribution 
in the metal-solid-metal system [l-31. Using allowed electron transition concept, the 
current flow between the two electrodes can be determined. This property is expres- 
sed by a current-voltage characteristic. Generally, in order to find this function, it is 
necessary to give the boundary conditions describing carrier injection from the metal 
into a solid. In this paper, that concept will be continued. 
The purpose of this work is to develop a space-charge problem and to find new 
internal and boundary conditions corresponding to the electric field distribution of a 
voltage or current stabiliser. 
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In this paper, we will consider a solid in which the trapping levels will be gro- 
uped into the four permissible energy levels [4-81. With this assumption, the so-called 
eIfccdve parameters such as the frequency parameters c21 and ct12 as well as the 
rccornbination parameters c12 and c,2~ will be used. For the trapped electrons, the con- 
centrations of traps in the first and second trapping level will be represented by Ntl and 
N12, respectively. Analogously, for the trapped holes, the concentrations of traps in the 
first and second trapping level will be equal to Pl l  and PI2, respectively. The system of 
atoms will be treated as an unlimited reservoir of traps, that is Ptl >> p,];  P12 >> pt2; 
NI] >> n,l and N12 >> n,?. The metal-solid-metal system will be represented by a 
planar capacitor system with the anode .r = 0 and the cathode X = L. Also, L deno- 
tes the distance between the clectrodcs. Moreover, we will assume that the diffusion 
current is negligible [9, 101. For a solid, we will assume that the polarisation effect is 
characterised by the dielectric constant E. Additionally, the mobilities p, and pp of free 
electrons and holes (respectively) arc intlcpcndctir of the electric field intensity E. For 
the X = L contact, we will consider a special c;lse of electron emission from the cathode 
into a solid. Here, for the bulk planc ancl Ibr llic ~ n e ~ a l  plane, we will assume that the 
contact acts as a system of points pl:lccd i n  v;lcuum. For such a contact structure, 
a secondary electron emission occurs I I I 131. 'l'his property will be represented by 
a vacuum capacitor with the contact volragc V?  ;111d ;I dislilnce parameter denoted by 
L - d. In our considerations, for the plariar c ; I I ) ; I ~ ~ ~ o I .  S Y S I C ~ N ,  ~ h c  basic equations such 
as the Gauss equation; the continuity equalio~i; 11ic gl.~~cr.a~io~l-recombination equations 
and the field integral will be used. On this hasis. 1I11, spec. charge transport through 
the bulk is described by 
with the voltage condition for a solid 
A I I ~  ; lso. ~ h c  electron Lransport between the electrode and a solid is as follows 
(7 (YP(~, t) + apt1 (X, t) J [[pnn(x3t) + P ~ P ( x , ~ )  + ~ I I ~ I I ( x , ~ )  + / ~ l ~ / / 1 2 ( l , t ) ~  ~ ( ( k , t ) l + d 
(2) 
~ P / ? ( x ,  1) ?In( r, t ) iln, I (X, t) dnt2(x, t) Here, q = 1.602. 10-19c, = 8.85 . 10- l2~ /m;  E. is the electric field intensity in a + - 
dt = 0 il t dt dt vacuum; m is the electron mass; X is the distance from the electrode, t is the time, 6 is 
the velocity of an electron, n; no and p are the free hole and electron concentrations, 
rcspectively, n,l; n , ~ ;  p t l ;  p,2 are the concentrations of the trapped holes and electrons, 
V = V1 + V2 and V = const. > 0 
3. THE STATIONARY STATE 
Using condition (a/&) = 0 in (1)-(12), the space charge transport through the 
planar capacitor system can be characterised by the electric field distributions E(x) 
and Eo(x). From (1)-(12) it follows that the stationary state is determined by the 
following equations 
I tcre, J is the current density. The space charge transport through the sy.;tem will 
I)c cllaracterised by a current-voltage function in the form J = J(V) or V = V(J). ln 
ortlcr to find these functions, we have to define the boundary conditions describing the 
~iwchanisms of carrier injection from the anode X = 0 and the cathode X = L into the 
bulk 1141. In what follows, we will assume that the mean free path of the electron is 
very small and that the additional portion of the kinetic energy, which is given to the 
trapped electron by en external electric field, is too small. For the trapped holes and 
electrons, we additionally introduce into our analysis the following assumption 
Under these conditions, the equation for the electric field distribution E(x) in a solid 
is of the following form [l51 
Using a new variable z = EIJ, (14) becomes 
dz &pp&- = a0 - alz - a2z2; z = EIJ 
dx 
The general integral of (16) is 
;111(1 ( '  i 4  ;l co1141;int of integr;it~~n. 'l'he most general form of a function VI = VI(./) 
C ~ I I I  N' wr11t~~11 
Combining ( 19), we have 
Next, combining (20) and (17), we can find another equivalent form of (20), that is 
Now, according to (9a)-(12a), we can find the electric field distrihi~tion Eo(x) 
I 
- X) + E:(L)IT and E,,(i, - ( l )  0 
for which the integral (12a) results in 
Thus, the current-voltage characteristic V = V(J) has the lidlowi~lg ~xirametric form 
116, 171 
V = Vl [J, E(0)I + V2 [J, Eo(L)] and J = ji,lk'(O)l; .I = ./;,11:',,(12)1 (24) 
Here, the boundary functions fo[E(0)] and fLIEO(0)I describe thc mechanisms of 
carrier injection from the electrodes into the interior of the system. In what follows, 
we will consider some cases of the current flow through the system. As thc first case, 
we will take into consideration the following internal conditions 
1 
E(d) = 0; A = B = -; z, = -z2 2 
i~nder of which, we get a boundary function 
tlc.scrihing the hole in,jcction lrorn the anode into the bulk. In the particular case, 
l l l ~ ~ l ~ l ~  i s  
J 2  exp ($) if > 4 then E(0) = J z ~  exp and V1 = - (25b) J a2 
Next according to (23) and (24), as an example, for the linear boundary function 
J = trl,Eo(L), where UL is the boundary parameter, (24) is of the form 
1 6m(L - d ) u i  
Additionally, if there is -J, 4 << (a case of high level of electron 
emission from the cathode into a vacuum) th& (26) is reduced to 
z1dJ2 V = - e x p ( ~ ) + / ? J ~  J, and (264 
Another case occurs for J >> 2J,, that is E(0) = Jzl fi. Here, (26) can be replaced 
by 
where 
In (27), there can be PI 2 0 (a case of a voltage source) or PI < 0 (a case of a current 
stabiliser). Now, let us consider a case of the high level of hole injection from the 
anode into the bulk, that is 
E(d) for (21), we have Using a new parameter W = -Jz I 
for W < 1 and W = 1 - exp - ,l (-9) 
NL.XI.  liw .I ::S; 2.1, and E ( 0 )  = 0 (a case of a pn junction), limiting the power series 
1 1  IIIC.  ~ l ~ i ~ . t l  ~~owcr .  ( 2 b )  hcco~ncs 
I;rw ./,/.l > 4, instead of (31b), there is 
(28 ab) 
(3 1 ba) 
Next, for (23), using the quadratic boundary function J  = ~LE;(L) (here a~ > 0 is the 
boundary parameter), a function (24) takes the following form Now, still, in order to find the other case of the current flow, let us return to (17)-(18). 
Here. we ascertain that the electric field can be uniform 
E(x) -= z l J  and V1 = zldJ (32) 
Next, referring to (23) and (24), for example, using the linear boundary function 
J = uLEo(L) or the quadratic boundary function J = ~LE;(L) for the cathode, we 
When the cathode injects an infinite amount of electrons, (29) takes the simplier form 
obtain (respectively) 
Also, in a solid a negative space charge can be distributed when 
t12tl E(d) = E(0) . exp(-J,/J) and J, = -
W / l  
(304 
Under these conditions, according to (21)-(23), a function (24) bccomcs 
where UL and a~ are the boundary parameters. Generally, for (23), when the electron 
6mJ2(L - d) 
emission from the cathode into a vacuum is described by l >> (this is q s ; ~ ;  (L) 
acceptable for the low level of electron injection), and under conditions of (32), there 
i S 
For example, when the boundary function J = fo[E(0)] is quadratic in the form 
J = ~;E'(o), the current voltage - characteristic (31) is of the following form 
Here f i l ( J )  denotes the inverse function of the boundary function fLIEo(L)] describing 
the electron emission from the metal into the vacuum. For example, in the case of linear 
or quadratic boundary function and of the Fowler-Nordheim function, a formula (32c) 
cxisrs. 'The inverse case occurs when the cathode injects an infinite amount of electrons 
Here a0 > 0 is the boundary parameter. If J,/J > 4, then (3 1a) can be replaced by 
(3 1 aa) 
0w.l2(L - d) 
I . .  (this is acceptable for the Poole or Schottky boundary function, 4 E; (l,) 
;IINI ;1l4o,  111c1v c;in be Eo(L) = 0). Now, (32c) is replaced by a function 
Another example, when the boundary function is linear J = uoE(0), where uo > 0 
tlcnotcs the boundary conductivity parameter, a function (31) has the following form 
4. 1)ISCUSSION and CONCLUSlONS 
111 the above we have analysed the current flow between the two electrodes x = 0 
and n. = I, when the hole mobility p, = p+) and the electron mobility p, = p&) are 
discontinuous for x = d and 0 6 d 6 L. With this assumption, the plane x = d can be 
characterised by a surface charge density q, in the form 
under of these conditions, the metal-solid-metal system can act as a p-n or an n-n 
junction or an Schottky barrier (32)-(32d). In the case of an n-n blocking diode, 
which is determined by (25), the surface charge density is equal to qs = coEo(d). 
Moreover, from (26)-(27a) it follows that a function (24) has the minimum (which can 
be denoted by Vth) and there is 
Thus, the function (24) defines the "V" type curve with the negative differential resi- 
stance. This property denotes that there exists a set of the applied voltage 0 < V < Vth 
(a case of the voltage source) for which the current density does not determine. Here, a 
formula (25a), which corresponds to the given internal processes of the bulk, presents a 
new mechanism describing carrier injection from the metal into the bulk. The existence 
of the threshold voltage Vth can explain the switching effect for a solid [6-8, 17, 181. 
Using the mechanism (25a), we ascertain that the voltage V = V(J) or the current 
J = J(V) can be stabilised. Also, for an n-n blocking diode described by (30)-(31ba), 
the similar property is observed. In the case of a p-n junction, the voltage V = V(J) 
is presented by (28)-(29a), the system can act as the voltage stabiliser. Moreover, the 
ncgative differential resistance is not observed. 
Now, let us compare our methodology with other ones. A regional approximation 
method has been presented by Lampert [6]. Here, for a p-n junction (and others), 
using the boundary condition E(0) = E(L) = 0 and quasi-neutrality assumption, the 
electric field intensity distribution is strongly monotonic at the electrode regions as 
well as this function is quasi-uniform in the bulk. On this basis, Lampert showed that 
the current - voltage characteristic can be shaped as J K v4 or the "S" type curve. 
Investigating the current flow through the metal-imperfect insulator- metal system, the 
silnilar concept has been used by Kao [10]. He showed that the system could act 
its Schotlky barrier. Also, using a quadratic boundary function, Kao showed that the 
~lcgativc difiixntial resistance could occur. Generally, quasi - neutrality assumption is 
1101 quite ~natl~cmatically clear. This condition denotes that the electric field divergence 
is ;~ln~osl  cclu;ll to zero. In other words, with this assumption, the total concentration 
01' cilrric-rs is givcn. In o~ l r  spacc charge problem, this function is dctcrmined by the 
I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ; I I I I S I I ~ S  01' C;II.I.ICI. ~ I I , ~ ~ * C I I ~ I I  'ro111 llicb two i:lcctr~des into the bitlk. 
5 .  SUMMARY 
111 this work wc havc assumed that the allowed electron transitions between the 
Iowcr and the higher energy levels are stimulated only by the electric - magnetic force 
i~itcractions betwccn i~cij;lcc~lt i~toms and by incident photons. In a solid, the additional 
tmppiog levels (for positive i111d ~~egi~t ive  charge carriers) can be caused by impurities 
or by pollutants 1 1  81. 0 1 1  this tx~sis we have determined some physical interpretations. 
As a singular case of electric conduction in a solid, we have analysed an electric field 
distribution corresponding to thc low level of hole injection from the anode into d E  the 
hulk. Under these conditiotls ;I ncgativc space charge with the density qv = c- dx < 0. 
c1111 he distributed in the bulk. while wc have assumed that the holes are mobile with 
tllc inrrhility p,. In conscqaellcc. with this assumption, we have to give the boundary 
co~itlition describing the rilcclln~lisln of hole injection from the anode into the bulk. 
I;l-oltt (1)-(8) it follows that this particular integral of (14) is physically acceptable 
wllcll an initial space charge is ~lcgative (which must be given in order to determine 
tllr tri~tlsient state), that is q , . ( . v ,  0 )  = F aE(x'o) dx < 0. Practically, using an electron 
~i~tlii~tion or an implantation method, this condition can be realised. For example, in 
; I  solid, which is implanted by the 0k6 and ~i~ atoms at the X = d solid/vacuum 
cxu~l;~ct, the electrons can be absorbed by these impurities (or pollutants) from the 
\ tl plane. Next, such the i~!jcctcd electrons can be absorbed by internal phonons 
( I .OII I IO~S and oscillators). Under these conditions an initial negative space charge can 
Iw 1i)rmed in the anode-solid/vacuum-cathode system. For a solid, we can show that 
I I I V  negative space charge is distributed when the recombination parameter C, satisfies 
Il l ( .  Ii)llowing condition [ 1 S 1 
I 1 
r;' << E~l)2Nt2C, or r;' *: -vt~PtIC, 18 (35) 
I:ro~n (35) it follows that the free positive space charge is neutralised by the trapped 
clcctrons (which are localised in the second trapping level) when the concentration of 
traps Nt2 and the recombination parameter C, are sufficiently great (the left formula). 
Also, from (35) it follows that the negative space charge is induced when the hole 
generation in a solid is not too strong. In other words, a negative space charge in the 
bulk can occur when the atomic number Z2 corresponding to the second trapping level 
(liw t l~c  trapped electrons) is less than the atomic number Zv corresponding to the 
villc~lcc level [ 161, that is 
154 B. SWISTACZ E.T.Q. 
For example, if there is Z2 = 6; 7; 8, then conditions (35a)-(35c) are acceptable for the 
material such as ZnO, CdS, GaAs, ZnS, ZnTe, ~ei:, BaTi03, 5;i7 and others. With 
(35a)-(3%) the negative resistance, which is expressed by (34), can occur. According 
to the different experiments [6-8, 171, the current-voltage characteristics, which are 
expressed by (24), are observed. 
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